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INTRALOT, as a leading  
gaming vendor and operator  
in the state-sponsored  
gaming industry, proudly  
presents its latest inno-
vations; the future-proof  
and fully parametrical  
lottery platform, Lotos X,  
and the future-rich and  
versatile sports betting  
platform, INTRALOT Orion.

INTRALOT showcases its portfolio of 
next-generation technology solutions 
from Europe to North America

INTRALOT Booth, EL Congress 2019 in Antwerp

INTRALOT Booth, ICE 2019 in London
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INTRALOT’s ecosystem of true omni-
channel lottery and sports betting solutions 
meets both the players’ and operators’ mod-
ern needs by offering the platforms, tools 
and gaming content to deliver entertain-
ing and responsible gaming experiences. 
INTRALOT, true to its heritage of innova-
tion, embraces industry evolution and per-
sistently adopts emerging technologies to 
best address the ever-changing needs of con-
sumers, and maintain its leadership position 
in the gaming industry. 

To meet players’ growing demand for rich 
lottery gaming content, INTRALOT has de-
veloped a new lottery solution that enables 
operators to offer any game in a secure and 
time-efficient manner. 

At the heart of INTRALOT’s lottery solution 
lies Lotos X, the most parametrical games 
and draw management platform in the in-
dustry. 

Lotos X enables lottery operators to de-
liver their entire gaming offering, as well 
as their planned portfolio expansion, with 
minimum time-to-market, while offering 
an unprecedent simplification of their daily 
operations. 

Leveraging more than 25 years of sports bet-
ting operations experience proven in 29 op-
erations globally, INTRALOT has developed 
INTRALOT Orion, a world-class sports bet-
ting platform designed to support modern 
sports betting operations.

INTRALOT Orion, a holistic sports bet-
ting solution, incorporates managed trading 
services and a wide portfolio of retailer and 
self-service terminals, tailored to the needs 
of each sports betting operation. 

The INTRALOT Orion platform serves the 
entire bet lifecycle across channels with a 
rich set of functionalities for margin en-
hancement and features for increased player 
participation (cash-out, bonusing, personal-
ized odds, etc.). 

INTRALOT Lottery Retail Terminals, ICE 2019 in London INTRALOT Booth, ICE NA 2019 in Boston
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“INTRALOT, based on its strategic approach ‘The Intelligent Future of Gaming’,  
has invested extensively in the development of next-generation gaming  

products and services designed to meet all digital transformation needs for lotteries,  
revealing INTRALOT’s comprehensive digital transformation strategy  

in a multiconnected world. Our company is more committed than ever to providing  
innovative and holistic solutions for the most dynamic player experiences  

to support lotteries’ journey to their digital future, help drive our customers’ growth,  
and generate revenues for good causes.”

– Nikos Nikolakopoulos, INTRALOT Group Deputy CEO


